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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The objective of this project was to investigate the use of existing video resources, such as traffic
cameras, police cameras, red light cameras, and security cameras for the long-term, real-time
collection of traffic statistics. An additional objective was to gather similar statistics for pedestrians and
bicyclists.
Use of existing video resources includes a number of challenges, such as poor video quality,
challenging perspective, occlusion between vehicles or stationary objects and vehicles, and lighting
conditions. Due to the long-term nature of permanent installations, traffic counting should require
minimal user input but facilitate easy validation of counts when so desired.
Throughout the course of the project, we investigated several methods for tracking vehicles under
challenging conditions. The initial plan called for tracking based on optical flow. However, it was found
that current optical flow–estimating algorithms are not well suited to low-quality video—hence,
developing optical flow methods for low-quality video has been one aspect of this project.
The method eventually used combines basic optical flow tracking with a learning detector for each
tracked object—that is, the object is tracked both by its apparent movement and by its appearance
should it temporarily disappear from or be obscured in the frame.
We have produced a prototype software that allows the user to specify the vehicle trajectories of
interest by drawing their shapes superimposed on a video frame. The software then tracks each vehicle
as it travels through the frame, matches the vehicle’s movements to the most closely matching
trajectory, and increases the vehicle count for that trajectory.
In terms of pedestrian and bicycle counting, the system is capable of tracking these “objects” as well,
though at present it is not capable of distinguishing between the three classes automatically. Continuing
research by the principal investigator under a different grant will establish this capability as well.
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CHAPTER 1

COUNTING VEHICLES IN OPPORTUNISTIC VIDEO

Traffic sensing and monitoring has a wide variety of applications, with users ranging from the
professional planners in the department of transportation, to soccer moms planning a picnic. On many
controlled-access highways, the majority of sensing is done with magnetic loops embedded in the road
surface. However, for arterial roads, that is typically not available. Chicago, having one of the world's
largest networks of traffic and surveillance cameras, is uniquely positioned to take advantage of recent
advances in computer vision.
Performing traffic counts through video analysis is not a new idea, and commercial solutions exist for
performing such traffic counts today. However, these solutions rely on custom cameras, carefully
mounted in ideal observing locations for traffic counts. We propose to extend the scope of these
methods to existing cameras, typically mounted for the purpose of manual traffic monitoring or law
enforcement. Challenges include (1) variations in camera angle, focal length, and occlusion by
obstructions; (2) intermittent changes in observation direction and focal length due to actuated
cameras; and (3) variations in video quality: frame rate, resolution, and compression artifacts as well as
transmission-induced stutters, glitches, and other abnormalities.
This project’s aim was to overcome these challenges by developing novel techniques for object tracking
(vehicular, pedestrian, and bicyclist), optical flow, road and lane detection, occluding object and
foreground/background detection in opportunistic video, or video from existing camera resources.
1.1 PROBLEM SETTING
Figure 1 shows a frame from a typical road-facing camera operated by the Illinois Department of
Transportation (IDOT). This frame also highlights some of the challenges in producing vehicle counts
from existing video sources. The perspective is such that half of the frame is dedicated the ground
close to the camera, and a third of the remainder shows the sky. The remaining, and central, 100 × 300
pixels hold the primary information of the image. Here, only one vehicle is clearly discernible as a car.
The remainder can be construed to be vehicles based on their size, overall shape and location on a
road surface. Figure 2 shows a zoomed in version of the white vehicle facing the camera in the upper
left corner of Figure 1 in isolation. Here, even a person would have great difficulty in identifying the
object as a vehicle. Looking a little closer at Figure 1, we see several more vehicles, possibly three
white vehicles and several dark vehicles facing away from the camera, and perhaps one more vehicle
approaching the camera in the distance. The fact that the author of this report cannot reliably judge the
number of vehicles present in the scene is witness to the challenge at hand.
The goal of the project is to produce both traffic and turn counts. Here, traffic counts lend themselves to
somewhat naïve solutions, focusing on the part of the image where the vehicles are large and clearly
visible. This has been the primary focus of prior published work in this area. However, for accurate turn
counts, it is necessary to follow vehicles beyond this zone of relative comfort and into the blurry regions
farther into the distance, producing as long and accurate a vehicle trajectory as possible, in order to
accurately classify the movement as belonging to one turn type or another.
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Figure 1. A frame from
m a typical ro
oad-facing ca
amera.

omed in pictu
ure of white car in left off Figure 1.
Figure 2. Zoo
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1
1.2 INITIAL OPTICAL FLOW–BASE
ED APPROA
ACH EVALU
UATED AND
D EVENTUA
ALLY USED
D FOR
S
SECONDAR
RY OBJECT
TIVES
T
The project went
w
through
h several iterations before eventuall y settling on
n a vehicle trracking technique for
this type of video.
v
Initially
y, the plan was
w to develop an objectt tracker bassed primarilyy on optical fflow, a
ccomputer vis
sion techniqu
ue that estim
mates the mo
ovement of e
each pixel in
n a frame. Th
he thought w
was that
the additiona
al information provided by
b optical flow would len
nd robustnesss to the obje
ect tracker.
H
However, aftter several months
m
of inv
vestigating and
a compari ng various o
optical flow m
methods, it w
was
d
determined that
t
existing methods we
ere inadequa
ate for the ta
ask at hand, producing h
highly inaccu
urate
fflow estimate
es under ourr unusually challenging
c
conditions.
c
A
An example is given in F
Figures 3 an
nd 4.
H
Here, while the
t optical flo
ow algorithm
m in use doe
es detect mo
ovement at a crude level, the accura
acy is
p
poor enough
h to be usele
ess for vehicle tracking purposes.
p
Th
he desired re
esult in Figure 4 is a crissp outline
o
of each moving object, in
n purple for vehicles
v
moving away frrom the cam
mera and turq
quoise for th
hose
m
moving towa
ard the came
era.

Figu
ure 3. Examp
ple scene wiith optical flo
ow annotatio
ons (arrows).
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Figure 4. Ex
xample scen
ne illustrating
g dense optical flow.
Co
olor indicates direction, and
a intensityy indicates m
magnitude.
H
However, forr statistical purposes,
p
the
e relatively low quality o
of the opticall flow producced suffices to
g
generate an accurate pic
cture of the traffic
t
scene
e. Figures 5 a
and 6 illustra
ate a scene from Lakesh
hore
D
Drive, where
e a long-term
m (several minutes) averrage of the o
optical flow o
of the scene is shown in Figure
6
6. Here, the directionality
y and extentt of the road lanes are a ccurately de
etermined. F
Figure 7 show
ws the
m
mean magnitude of flow, which indic
cates averag
ge driving sp
peeds and co
ould be used
d to detect sspeed
o
outliers (speeders).

Figu
ure 5. Scene
e from Lakesshore Drive.
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gure 6. Long-term averag
ge flow for L
Lakeshore D
Drive scene.
Fig

Figure 7. Mean flow
w magnitude
e for Lakesh ore Drive sccene. This iss an
indicatiion of the typ
pical speed of travel in d
different partts of the ima
age.
S
Similar results from a mo
ore challenging scene are shown in Figure 8, indicating the generality o
of this
a
approach. Using this me
ethod, we de
emonstrated the ability to
o automatica
ally detect la
anes of trave
el, which
ccould potentially be used
d in further automating
a
th
he final vehiicle counting
g system.
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Figure 8. Taylor
T
street scene with challenging perspective
e, showing m
mean flow an
nd magnitude
e plots.

1
1.3 THE HYB
BRID TRAC
CKING/DETE
ECTION APPROACH S
SETTLED UP
PON
T
The approac
ch that we fin
nally settled on is a hybrrid optical flo
ow and detecction method
d, with several
e
enhancemen
nts for the prroblem at ha
and. Here, a very basic o
optical flow m
method (the Lukas–Kan
nade
m
method) is used to provide short-term
m object trac
cking. Let uss call this “flo
ow-based” trracking. Mea
anwhile,
a learning de
etector is use
ed to “redisc
cover” the ob
bject once th
his weak traccker loses it. The detecttor learns
the appearan
nce of the ob
bject while th
he flow-base
ed tracker ha
as a firm gra
asp on its loccation, allow
wing the
d
detector to adapt
a
to chan
nges in scale
e, rotation, and
a lighting. More detailss on this are
e provided in
n
C
Chapter 2.
1
1.4 OTHER METHODS INVESTIGA
ATED
B
Beyond obje
ect tracking and
a counting
g, which constitute the p rimary partss of the proposed system
m, we
investigated several othe
er related co
omponents and
a have ma
ade some wo
orthwhile pro
ogress in the
ese
a
areas. We brriefly describ
be them belo
ow.
B
Because we found existiing optical flo
ow methods
s inadequate
e, we have sspent, and co
ontinue spen
nding,
time and effo
ort on develo
oping a more
e robust optiical flow–esttimation metthod that explicitly accou
unts for
o
occlusion an
nd is able to accommoda
ate imagery of low resolu
ution and po
oor quality. T
The basic ap
pproach
w
we have bee
en pursuing is simultaneous motion and image ssegmentation.
T
The video is divided into segments based
b
on appearance, a
and moveme
ent is compu
uted for entire
e
ssegments together rathe
er than each pixel separa
ately. This a
approach allo
ows us to prroduce more
e
a
accurate estimates due to
t the diminiishing effectt of error whe
en averaging
g over more
e pixels. How
wever, as
a result of prrojection effe
ects, parts off a segment may appea r to move, g
grow, or shrin
nk at differen
nt rates.
W
We are inves
stigating the use of proje
ective geometry to addre
ess this issu
ue. We have made good
d
h
headway butt do not have
e publishable results at this point.
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C
CHAPTER
R2

HYBRID TRACKING
G ALGOR
RITHM DE
ETAILS

O
Our current tracking
t
systtem consists
s of several key compon
nents, which we will outliine below, to
ogether
w
with a brief discussion
d
off the researc
ch that led to
o this design
n.
2
2.1 INITIAL DETECTION
N
elect moving
A
As a first step of any trac
cking system
m, we must locate and se
g objects to track. Under ideal
cconditions, th
his would be
e done using
g a detector trained
t
speccifically on ve
ehicles, so tthat only veh
hicles
w
would be tracked. However in practic
ce, as show
wn in Figure 2
2, because o
of poor imag
ge quality, it is often
n
not possible to discern a vehicle from
m something
g else, at lea
ast not when
n it first appe
ears, with any
rreasonable accuracy.
a
Instead, our design is ba
ased on foreground sepa
aration. For any given frrame, the pixxels that devviate
ssubstantially
y from the no
ormal (backg
ground) color values are marked as foreground. We investig
gated
sseveral differrent foregrou
und separation methods
s before eve ntually settliing on the on
ne we use to
oday—
a
an algorithm called ViBe
e.
F
Figure 9 sho
ows the results of one ev
valuation exp
periment. He
ere, the ViBe
e method cle
early identifies the
rred vehicle as
a foreground. Moreoverr, both the pe
edestrians a
and the vehiccle entering the scene a
at the top
rright, behind the trees, are
a identified. The strong
g showing in this scene ccomes at a ccost of addittional
ffalse positive
es.

Figure 9. Foregrround masks
s for Taylor scene,
s
using
g three differrent separatiion methodss.
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A
After denoisiing the foreg
ground mask
k of each vid
deo frame, fo
oreground pixels are gro
ouped togeth
her into
ccontiguous objects.
o
Any object that is not alread
dy being traccked is then forwarded to
o the trackin
ng
a
algorithm.
2
2.2 TRACKING
O
Once initializ
zed with the boundary bo
ox and foreg
ground maskk of an objecct to track, o
our tracking
a
algorithm, ba
ased on Trac
cking-Learniing-Detection (TLD), sta
arts to follow
w the object through the sscene.
T
Two different algorithms compete ag
gainst each other
o
during
g regular ope
eration—one
e is an optica
al flow–
b
based tracke
er, which sim
mply updates
s the expecte
ed location o
of the objectt based on th
he mean opttical flow
o
observed witthin the boun
nding box off the object. This works w
well in the short term, bu
ut it incurs
ssignificant drrift over time
e, leading to the eventua
al loss of the object. Flow
w-based traccking is also
incapable of dealing with
h occlusion: once an object, or even
n part of an o
object, is lost from view, optical
fflow–based tracking
t
cannot, by desig
gn, recover the object.
T
The competing method is a detectorr. The detecttor is initiallyy trained onlyy with the initialization im
mage
p
provided by the
t foregrou
und separatio
on. However, as long ass the flow-ba
ased trackerr maintains a
cconfident esttimate of the
e vehicle’s lo
ocation, new
w images are
e continuously fed to the detector forr training.
T
The detectorr constantly scans the im
mage for obje
ects resemb
bling the one
e it was trained on. Thuss, when
the flow-base
ed tracker lo
oses an obje
ect, the detec
ctor will reco
over it after it reappears in the scene
e. To
a
accommodatte multiple moving
m
objec
cts in the sce
ene simultan
neously, the system sup
pports multip
ple
ed flows bettween tracke
independentt trackers but shares res
sources such
h as compute
ers to mainta
ain
e
efficiency. Fiigure 10 illus
strates simultaneous tracking of two
o vehicles in a typical sce
ene. Here, th
he red
b
boxes indica
ate the estimated location of the vehicles, and th
he red lines d
describe the
eir estimated
d
trajectory thrrough the sc
cene up to th
he present frame. The sm
mall images in the upper right show the
rrespective ap
ppearances of two vehic
cles that the detector is llooking for throughout th
he scene, an
nd the
g
green dots on
o top of the vehicles illustrate featurres currentlyy used to track the vehiccle from fram
me to
fframe.

ure 10. Trac
cking screen for an exam
mple intersecction scene.
Figu
Tw
wo vehicles, labeled
l
25 and
a 26, are ccurrently being tracked.
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2
2.3 COUNTING
T
The vehicle tracker
t
produces a large
e number of trajectories in a video re
ecording. To
o produce a final
vvehicle coun
nt, our algoritthm accepts
s a number of
o pre-speciffied trajectorry templates (Figure 11).. These
trajectory tem
mplates indic
cate movem
ments of interrest and provvide a rough
h outline of w
what the movvement
lo
ooks like in the
t scene. The
T bright grreen lines in Figure 11 in
ndicate trackking results, and the rem
maining
lines show te
emplate traje
ectories. Afte
er a vehicle leaves the sscene, its mo
ovement is ccredited to th
he
template that best match
hes the actua
al tracking re
esult.

ure 11. Vehic
cle counting from provide
ed templatess and computed vehicle
e trajectoriess.
Figu
In Chapter 3, we briefly discuss
d
the software
s
pro
ototype prod
duced as parrt of this projject. The sofftware
ccurrently run
ns under Linu
ux and is capable of producing coun
nts from a wide range off videos. How
wever,
limitations include lightin
ng and atmos
spheric cond
ditions and ssevere occlu
usion.
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C
CHAPTER
R 3

SOFTWAR
RE PROTO
OTYPE

O
Our software
e prototype executes
e
the
e foreground
d separation,, tracking an
nd counting ttasks as desscribed
p
previously. Itt also provides a simple user interface in which the user ma
ay draw temp
plate trajecto
ories,
lo
oad and store such template drawin
ngs, and perfform vehicle
e counts on iindividual vid
deo files. A sscreen
sshot of this software
s
is shown in Figu
ure 12.
In addition to
o turn counts
s, the softwa
are is also ca
apable of pro
oducing a va
alidation vide
eo, as show
wn in
F
Figure 13. Th
his feature is
s useful for increasing user confiden
nce in the ou
utput of the ssoftware, as well as
ffor identifying
g remaining weaknesses in the currrent design. The validatio
on video cle
early marks e
each
vvehicle by its
s correspond
ding template and shows
s the curren t count at all times.

Figure 12. Primary user interface from vehicle
e counting software prottotype.
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gure 13. Validation video
o produced by prototype
e software.
Fig

11

CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

While this project originally set out to do more than what was finally accomplished, we have made
significant progress in the intended direction. We are able to produce usable turn counts from a wide
variety of cameras and perspectives that are robust to both poor resolution and poor overall image
quality. However, more research is needed to further strengthen the system in the face of severe
occlusion, both in terms of stationary objects obstructing the view and in terms of vehicles obscuring
each other. More work (and data) is also needed to extend this system to accurately classifying vehicle
types as well as vehicles versus pedestrians and bicyclists. Here again, image quality constraints make
contemporary approaches to these problems impractical.
Overall, the project results have been both above and below expectations. We have learned a great
deal and hope and plan to capitalize on these lessons in ongoing and upcoming projects in this exciting
area of research.
For more up-to-date information, and video recordings of the system in action, please see our project
web page at http://www.cs.uic.edu/Bits/VehicleCounting.
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